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duty off-road trucks are commonly used to maneuver very heavy loads which are
typically too large and unwieldy for a single person to lift and carry. Such vehicles
are very common in the construction and transportation of dirt and sand, but are
also used in the transportation of machinery and equipment as well. In order to
move the loads into places where they may be worked or stored, the loads are
typically secured to the vehicle using tie-down straps or chains. Although truck

chains are not absolutely essential for securing loads to a vehicle, it is preferred for
maximum security and safety to use truck chains when moving loads. Typically, the
driver positions one or more truck chains along the sides of the load for securing the

load to the vehicle. A common load is a skid steer loader. Such a loader typically
has three or more wheels which are spaced apart along its sides and a front bucket

suspended from the front end of the loader. The bucket of a skid steer loader is
typically hinged along the front edge and is opened by the driver to deposit the

load. A large opening is provided in the front end of the loader to permit the bucket
to swing outwardly and away from the loader. The process of securing the load to a
vehicle using truck chains can be difficult and time consuming. The chains must be
carefully positioned to provide the desired degree of security. If the chains are not
properly positioned, the load could swing or vibrate to such an extent that it could

become damaged. Furthermore, if the chains are not properly secured to the
loader, the chains could tear or break and in either event could create a dangerous

situation. Truck chains are difficult to manipulate with a single hand, and are
relatively heavy and bulky. Thus, the driver is typically forced to lift the truck chains
from the ground and deposit them along the sides of the load before positioning the

loader for use. In addition, the loader itself must be positioned and secured using
chains or other means before loading the dirt or sand. Positioning the loader
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